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Officers: 
President: John Patton 

V-P Jim Anderson 

Secretary: George Vargo 

Treasurer: Larry Fitch 

Staff: 
Field:  Bob Anderson 

Website:  Jim Anderson  

Safety: Scott Page 

Newsletter: Camille Page 

Instructors: 
Lyle Laughery (Chief Instr.) 

Jim Anderson 

Bill Bowen 

Scott Page 

Larry Salisbury 

 

 

 

 New TCRCM officers for 2022 have been 

nominated and unanimously voted into of-

fice effective January 2022. They are: 

 President– Jim Anderson 

 Vice President– Don Paddock 

 Secretary– John Patton 

 Treasurer– Larry Fitch 

 

Appointed officers include: 

 Field Manager– Bob Anderson 

 Head Instructor– Lyle Laughery 

 Safety Officer– Scott Page 

 Photography &Newsletter– Camille Page 
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From the Editor 

This is a good sea-

son to work in the 

shop to build and 

repair. It is also a 

good time to share 

your talents with oth-

ers. So many pilots 

are helping and giv-

ing advice at the 

field, I know they 

have abilities they 

can share with oth-

ers, such as checking 

over control surfac-

es, soldering, 3D 

printing, etc. These 

are great things to 

share on our Swap 

Shop Page? 

Did anyone benefit 

from the Swap Shop 

page? I did not get 

any feedback, so I 

wonder if it is worth 

continuing. If so, 

please send me 

something to sell, 

ISO, or talents to 

share. 

CPage 

2022 Officers Elected in Unanimous Vote 
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You may be wondering what this has to do with Radio Con-

trolled Modeling.  From here you have two choices, read on 

and find out, or scroll the newsletter to the next article.   

 
Years ago, you took valuable time from your day to search 

out and select the perfect shoe for you.  You may have found 

these new friends online, or ventured out to the retail outlets 

for the perfect day of shopping.  Remember the excitement 

that filled you sole when you first laid eyes on the soon to be-

come perfect friends for all of your leisure activities.   

 
The day you first put them on, you knew a love affair had be-

gun.  The right fit, color, size and feel.  At first you thought, I am 

not going outside with these shoes, they are way too nice to get 

all dirty.  So you wore 

them around the 

house, and took extra 

special care not to 

scuff them on the fur-

niture.  Then the day 

came that you realized 

you had them on when 

you took that short trip 

to the store.  At first your heart started to race as you realized 

your newfound friends 

were out in the world, 

subject to all kinds of 

wear and tear.  When 

you got home, you 

carefully examined the 

shoes for damage and 

found that despite all 

your fears, they sur-

vived the trip.  

 
As the years past you and your shoes did all kinds of things 

together, strolled through the park, walked off a few pounds, 

went to lunch (where you added a few pounds).  The friend-

ship was solid.  As time passed, the shoes became older and 

well used, the feel and the fit, were not quite the same.  Not to 

be harsh, you graduated this old friend from day to day use to 

what would become the second evolution in their life.  They 

became the new grass cutting, yard work and garage shoe.  At 

first you thought you had offended this old friend, but to your 

surprise, they took on the new challenge and provided for an-

other year or two of service, dedicated to your cause.   

 
Then came the day you needed to decide, do I keep these old 

friends, or is it time to replace them and throw them out.   

(continued on next page) 

Life Cycle of a Running Shoe  
by Jim Anderson  
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Conflicted on what to do you put the shoes down in the gar-

age on the old shoe rack and left them there.  Feeling a bit ne-

glected, they patiently waited for their next life.  Yes, there is 

life after old shoe rack.   

 
Have you ever placed your aircraft in the bed of your truck, 

or the floor of your tailor and thought, how am I going to hold 

it in place, keep it from rolling around and getting damaged?  

The answer, “YES”, your old friend, waiting on the old shoe 

rack.   

 
Even though the sole of 

the shoe is worn, and 

the tread may seem re-

laxed, the laces frayed 

and the shoe tattered 

and worn, they are the 

perfect wheel chocks 

for your aircraft.  Just 

place the wheel in the 

shoes.  Your aircraft is 

now secure from freely flailing around in the back of your 

truck or trailer.  Your old friends are now in the third cycle of 

life, providing needed protection for your other best friends, 

your RC aircraft.  Fully adjustable to support any size aircraft.   

 Life Cycle of a Runnung Shoe, continued 
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This is a video. Click on it. 
Local youth RC club at Hanford High well represented in this video. TCRCM club Member David 

Wilson is the HHS Falcon Flyers advisor. TCRCM club member Bill Bowen’s wife is STEM adminis-

trator. TCRCM club member Reid Oldfield is Falcon Flyers President and HHS senior this year. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1icYt6tnlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1icYt6tnlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1icYt6tnlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1icYt6tnlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1icYt6tnlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1icYt6tnlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1icYt6tnlI
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fore moving to the next. I’ve literally watched people not even familiar with 

the hobby pass the TRUST.  Think of the “test” as more of a tutorial of what 

the FAA consider to be important points of clarification.  Some have asked, 

“when must we complete this test”.  The answer is now.  If you’re operating 

model aircraft from this point onward you are aware that it’s required.  Some 

worry about the cost of taking the test.  It’s FREE.  BUT: watch that you don’t 

pay for the test, because there are websites that will charge you a fee in order 

to route you to the test and print your certificate for you.  Legitimate test ad-

ministrators are listed on this web page: https://

www.faa.gov/uas/recreational_fliers/

knowledge_test_updates/  Most of use will 

just want to use the AMA as our administrator 

@ this web page: https://

trust.modelaircraft.org/ 

Upon completion of the test recreational flyers 

should print or save a digital copy of their completion certificate and keep it 

on their person when they fly. I recommend that you keep a photo of your 

TRUST certificate in your cell phone.  The Academy of Model Aeronautics can-

not re-issue your completion certificate if it is lost. The FAA cannot re-issue 

your completion certificate. THERE IS NO RECORD KEPT BY THE FAA OR 

AMA OF WHO TAKES THE TRUST.  When taking the TRUST it will ask for 

your name ONLY for the generation of your digital certificate.  Should you 

lose your completion certificate, you will need to re-take TRUST and obtain a 

new certificate.  One more time: there is no record of 

who is issued a certificate – so if you can’t produce it 

then it’s no different than never taking it.   

At this point you either are inclined to take the TRUST 

or not.  If not, at least as the Safety Officer I can testify 
that I’ve done my due diligence to make sure the mem-
bership was informed of this law. 

ICYMI = In Case You Missed It 

Have you passed The Recreational UAS Safety Test (TRUST)? 

Passed in 2018 and becoming effective this summer, Federal law states that all 

recreational flyers must pass an aeronautical knowledge and safety test and 

provide proof of test passage (the TRUST completion certificate) to the FAA or 

law enforcement upon request. There is no officer in our club tasked with au-

diting who does or does not comply with federal regulations regarding the op-

erations of model aircraft.  As the Safety Officer I will not be issuing citations or 

even giving a gentle ribbing to those who are not able to provide proof of a 

TRUST certificate.  I feel it is my obligation to make sure all members are 

aware of the requirement. 

That said, if a club member experiences a trag-

ic unforeseen event their pilot’s compliance 

with rules and regulations from club level to 

the federal level could certainly be called into 

question in court.  With this in mind and for 

your own liability protection consider completing 

the TRUST test and adhering to other rules and requirements pertaining to 

operating model aircraft.   

Many modelers seem to become hung up on this requirement because it states 

that “drone” pilots are required to pass the TRUST.  They don’t recognize that a 

“drone” is ANY unmanned aircraft operated remotely or autonomously. For 

over 50 years the military has used fixed wing aircraft for target practice and 

ordinance delivery that were called “drones”.  The term “drone” became at-

tached to multi-rotor aircraft only within the past ten years or so.  The take-a-

way is that if you fly any aircraft by remote control, preprogrammed flight con-

trol, or even free flight, you are operating a drone.  For clarity – I don’t believe 

the term “drone” applies to U-control as they are directly piloted. Is a paper 

airplane a drone? What about a baseball? Let’s not split hairs.   

If you’re intimidated by “failing” the “Test” – don’t be.  It’s impossible to fail! 

You have multiple opportunities to answer each multiple-choice question be-

Federal law states that all recreational 

flyers must pass an aeronautical 

knowledge and safety test  

https://www.faa.gov/uas/recreational_fliers/knowledge_test_updates/
https://www.faa.gov/uas/recreational_fliers/knowledge_test_updates/
https://www.faa.gov/uas/recreational_fliers/knowledge_test_updates/
https://trust.modelaircraft.org/
https://trust.modelaircraft.org/
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When we say “fiberglass” most people think of an inflexible light-

weight composite of glass cloth with a polyester or urethane res-

in.  Other resins which can be used to bind fiberglass cloth include 

cyanoacrylate resin (super glue), epoxy resin, or even aliphatic 

resin(wood glue).  All of these resins result in a composite which 

is hard, inflexible and of limited use with foam models.   

Today I want to demonstrate how to use robust flexible binder with 

glass cloth on foam aircraft to make strong hinges, reinforcement, and 

patches.   

The binders I’m using are akin to rubber cement, essentially a mix of 

Styrene-butadiene in a solvent of Toluene and Solvent naphtha.  I’ll call 

these binders by the generic name “Goop” but they are sold at varying 

viscosities and brand names as Amazing Goop, or the UV resistant ver-

sion which is Amazing Marine Goop by Eclectic Products.  Eclectic also 

sells Shoe Goo II, and E6000 which seem to be essentially the same adhe-

sive with different packaging.  Similar products which are less viscus 

include UHU Por, Welders Adhesive, Foam Cure, and Foam Tac. All of 

these products work extremely well on every foam I’ve used.  That said, 

you should always test a solvent based product on an unseen surface 

prior to administering to a visible portion. 

The strength of fiberglass comes from the woven glass cloth, 

not the binder.  What I’m going to show you is how to use a 

class of flexible all-purpose adhesives with fiberglass cloth to 

fabricate foam plane hinges, reinforcements, and patches. 

All of these adhesives have a very robust CV and I’m not going 

to try to sell you on any one adhesive over the other – but ra-

ther I want to convince you to try my method of combining these ad-

hesives with glass cloth for reinforcement or repair of foam aircraft.  

Seriously – This might be the fabled “game changer”. 

The process that I have is fairly simple, 

If I have a broken area I insert one of the 

thinner adhesives such as UHU Por into 

the foam and press the parts back togeth-

er.  Then I pull the parts and allow the 

adhesive to fume for about a minute be-

fore placing the parts back together to 

stay.  Then comes the magic.  I cut a fi-

berglass cloth piece to overlay on the ar-

ea.   Cutting the glass cloth can be messy 

business unless you use this trick taught to me by George Vargo.  Es-

tablish where the cut will be and then spray the cut area with aerosol 

hair spray.  This keeps the fiber glass 

cloth from fraying after cutting.  I lay 

the fiberglass cloth patch on a piece 

of clean glass and squeeze out some 

goop or similar.  Using a squeegee (I 

use plastic card) I spread the glue all 

over the cloth and try to press it well 

into the cloth.  Lift the now sticky 

Flexible Fiberglass for Foam Repair and Hinges by Scott Page 

Squeege GOOP into glass cloth 

Spray Cutline with Hairspray 

Fiberglass Cloth  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Styrene-butadiene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toluene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_spirit
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patch  with the edge of the plastic card or a sin-

gle edge razor blade and lay sicky side onto the 

glass.  Now place a bit of blue on side 2 and 

spread it as thin as you can over the patch.  Then 

lift this patch and apply to the dry foam needing 

to be patched.  Squeegee out as much of the glue 

as you easily can and then use a wet finger to 

smooth and form the patch to the foam.  All done except for the cleanup – 

and here I have a trick too.  Cleanup from the glass plate and plastic card 

as well as your hands is easily and safely accom-

plished with rubbing alcohol – I like 91% - it does 

not dissolve the glue, but it forms an easily to han-

dle snot material that cleans up quickly.   

I’ve also recently found that this works for making 

strong repair hinges for foam aircraft.  It will be a 

year or so until I can compare this to other repair 

methods – but at this point it appears to be superi-

or in every way.   

with the edge of the plastic card or a single edge 

razor blade and lay sicky side onto the glass.  Now place a bit of blue on 

side 2 and spread it as thin as you can over the patch.  Then lift this patch 

and apply to the dry foam needing to be patched.  Squeegee out as much 

of the glue as you easily can and then use a wet finger to smooth and 

form the patch to the foam.  All done except for the cleanup – and here I 

have a trick too.  Cleanup from the glass plate and plastic card as well as 

your hands is easily and safely accomplished with rubbing alcohol – I like 

91% - it does not dissolve the glue, but it forms an easily to handle snot 

material that cleans up quickly.   

I’ve also recently found that this works for making strong repair hinges 

for foam aircraft.  It will be a year or so until I can compare this to other 

repair methods – but at this point it appears to be superior in every way.  

 

There was a 

time in the sea-

son which fol-

lowed the season 

of great dryness. 

Yea, the drought 

had rendered 

yon field dry, 

crisp, and nearly 

barren. Our brave field captain Bob set forth upon his dappled grey Tun-

dra steed to search the kingdom for seeds to replace said greenness. For 

our trusty warrior Bob had traveled many furlongs in search of a thrifty 

trade for said seed, when he chanced to come upon the Flower Farm near 

the crossroads of Columbia Center Boulevard and Clearwater in the vil-

lage of Kennewick.  The nobleman of the Flower Farm generously be-

queathed upon field captain Bob and his club, a 45 pound load of seed. 

Bob and his trusty grey Toyota Tundra steed rode off with the prospect 

of greenness in their forthcoming aviation season.  

Translation: Bob received a donation of 45 pounds of grass seed from 

the Flower Farm in Kennewick. Please show them some appreciation by 

patronizing their business. 

  

Strong Fiberglass Patch 

Cleanup with Isopropyl alchool 

A Chronicle of Fields: In 

Search of Seeds of Greenness 

https://www.tricitiesflowerfarm.com/
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Congratulations to Adam Skoda!  

His hard work and persistence earned his solo certificate. He 

was trained by a very proud grandfather, Steve Sterling. 

Fun Fly Mower Fundraiser 

The October 16 Fun Fly was a rousing success. Over 60 peo-

ple attended with great flying and socializing. Drones, fixed 

wing, and jets filled the beautiful blue skies. Donations were 

received for the newly purchased mower. Great fun was had 

by all. Thanks to the multitude of people helping  with the set

-up, raffle, sales, trainers, spotters, lunch crew, and clean-up. 

This is once again proof of what a great club we 

have.  
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What is a BEC? 

BEC stands for Battery Eliminator Circuit. In the old days of electric 

flight you had to use a separate 4.8V battery pack to power your re-

ceiver and servos. As the hobby evolved, speed controls started to in-

clude Battery Eliminator Circuits to power your receiver and servos, 

allowing you to get rid of the extra receiver battery pack. 

 

How does a BEC work? 

A BEC is basically a step down voltage regulator. It will take your 

main battery voltage (e.g. 11.1 Volts) and reduce it down to ~5 Volts 

to safely power your receiver and servos.  

 

What are the advantages of a BEC? 

If you are flying electric, a BEC is better than a battery pack in nearly 

all cases. On average, the BEC will weigh 10-20 times less than a re-

ceiver battery pack! Then you have to take into account the hassle of 

charging the receiver pack. It is another battery you have to carry 

around along with another charger. Did you remember to charge it af-

ter the last time you flew? Uh-oh might want to double check that! 

With a BEC, you only have to worry about charging your main flight 

pack and then you are guaranteed to have a safe flight. 

Glow planes usually need a receiver pack, but the vast majority of 

electric planes out there are better off with a BEC.  

 

I have a 3A BEC in my speed control - is that enough? 

What is a switching BEC? 

It is very common for speed controls to have BECs rated at 2 or 3A. 

However, what the manufacturers do not tell you is that this rating is 

only true for an input voltage of 6V. The BEC on your speed control 

is what engineers call a 'linear voltage regulator'. It works by burning 

up excess voltage and turning it into heat. The higher the input volt-

age, the more heat gets produced. If there is too much heat, then the 

BEC will either fry, or shut down! The result of this is that in real 

world situations, if you are running a 3S lithium battery pack, your 

ESC's BEC will only be able to provide about 0.5A before it over-

heats. At 4S, most ESC manufacturers don't recommend you use the 

BEC at all, or at best power two small servos. Dimension Engineer-

ing's BECs are a different type of voltage regulator - a switching volt-

age regulator. They do not care very much about what the input volt-

age is, and as such can provide your servos with their full current rat-

ing all the way up to 8S or more. For more information on the princi-

ples of a switching BEC, please visit our beginner's guide to switching 

regulators. 

 

What are the pros and cons of Internal BECs and External 

BECs? 

Most speed controls nowadays have an internal 5V linear BEC. It is a 

nice cheap, simple solution that works very well at low voltages like 

2S lithium and 6 cell NiCd packs. If you are flying a 2S lithium air-

craft, stick with the internal linear BEC on your speed control because 

it will be cheaper. 3S lithium and above is where a switching BEC 

starts to pay off. Since the external switching BEC will work efficient-

ly at higher voltages you will immediately notice your speed control 

running cooler. You will be able to run more and more powerful ser-

vos. You will be guaranteeing reliable power to your receiver & ser-

vos. If you have ever suddenly lost power to your receiver in flight, 
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Are there any other reasons to get an external BEC? 

Some of the new Spektrum receivers draw significantly more current 

than a normal receiver, and are particularly sensitive to voltage fluctu-

ations. An external switching BEC can help ensure your new receiver 

gets reliably powered. Our switching BECs also allow you to have a 

choice of output voltage - 5 volts or 6 volts.  

 

I'm not using a speed 

control. Can I still use 

the BEC to give me a 

steady voltage? 

By all means! Dimension 

Engineering BECs main-

tain all their specifica-

tions without a speed 

control attached. Be sure 

to cover or clip the BEC's 

ESC pins so they don't 

electrically contact anything.  

5V or 6V? 

One of the great things about an external switching BEC is that it al-

lows you to choose your voltage output. Running at 5V gives you 

standard servo response. Running at 6V means more power will be 

delivered to your servos, so you will get more speed and torque. Run-

ning at 5V or 6V will depend on what you are flying, and how you 

personally like to fly. A simple parkflyer that isn't doing any compli-

cated maneuvers will probably feel best at 5V. If you are doing com-

plicated 3D aerobatics with sharp turns, you will probably appreciate 

the response 6V gives you. Helicopter flyers especially like the re-

sponse 6V gives them on a tail servo. If you decide you want to run at 

6V, make sure your servos can handle it. Most servos can, but some 

really tiny ones like the Hitec HS-50 will burn up at 6V.  

 

How will a switching BEC affect my flight time? 

Actually, it will barely make a difference to your flight time. Com-

pared to your main motor, your receiver & servos barely draw much 

power at all. On a typical flight you can expect to have ~10 seconds 

less flying time if you have been using a receiver pack. If you have 

been using a speed control's linear BEC, then a switching BEC might 

get you ~10 seconds more flight time. Nothing really noticeable. 

 

I heard that switching BECs can put out harmful radio interfer-

ence, causing reduced range. Is this true? 

This is true for a lot of the switching BECs on the market. This is be-

cause it is relatively easy to make a switching BEC that gives you 5V 

and powers your servos, but it is not easy to come up with a design 

that is free of radio interference. This takes hundreds of man hours, 

dozens of design revisions, expensive test equipment and extensive 

beta testing. At Dimension Engineering, we put the time, money and 

effort into developing BECs that do not radiate. As long as you keep 

the BEC at least 2 inches away from your receiver, antenna and 

other electronics, you will not experience any glitching. We guarantee 

it.  
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SWAP 

SHOP 
ISO Looking for: Sig 1/6 J-3 Cub kit 

Mitch Farabaugh 

Contact by phone, text, or e-mail  

(Details in club roster) 

Spektrum 

AR610X  

receiver- $10 

Futaba R6004 

FAAST receiv-

er- $10 

Items for sale  

Contact  Dave Holland   

via e-mail  

(see club roster) 

 

Services offered- 

3D printing of plastic 

parts and some moderate 

3D part designing 

Contact Dave Holland 

FOR SALE 

Futaba R6106HFC 

FAAST receiver- $15 

FOR SALE 

FOR SALE 

The following items are posted for sale or maybe a trade.   

The monocote sealing iron and big iron are both teflon coat-

ed and adjustable.  Asking $7 each or $12 for both. 

The Li-Po/Misc. Battery 12 VDC field charger and instruc-

tions  Asking $10 

The Power Panel field box for starter, glow plugs and elec-

tric fuel pump panel.  Asking $5 

Contact Dan Royer  (see club roster) 

Scott Page is willing to 
help with Open Tx 
and/or soldering.  

Please e-mail. 

 


